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Abstract

Grid computing, as a technology to coordinate loosely-coupled computing resources for 

dynamic virtual organizations, has become prevalent in both industry and academia in the past 

decade. While providing or utilizing heterogeneous and distributed grids, people can never 

alleviate their security concerns on the resources and data. Globus Toolkit as an open-source grid 

environment has implemented the public key infrastructure (PKI) and extended it for proxy-

certificate-based delegation propagation with a series of separate and command-line-based 

components and services. We have built an integrated web service system to coordinate all of 

Globus’s components and services that are needed for user credential management. Our system 

can reduce the necessary operations on creating and maintaining user credentials in Globus. The 

system also simplifies the procedure of deploying or accessing Globus services for user 

authentication, authorization, and identity and authority delegation. We provide a light-weighted 

Mozilla Firefox add-on on the client side to interact with our online system. On the server side, we 

implement web services for CA functionality, VOMS attribute certificate generation, and proxy 

delegation and retrieval, which satisfy the typical needs of most Globus users. Although our 

current solution is designed for integrating and automating all the credential-related operations for 

Globus users, it is portable for other online service platforms using similar PKI and delegation 

mechanisms.
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Introduction

• Globus provides PKI based authentication and 
authorization capability to identify users and 
services

• Existing credential management is command-line 
based, discrete and inconvenient

• We propose to integrate user credential 
management into browser-based client toolkits and 
web services to facilitate Globus users to set up 
their security environments

Globus (http://www.globus.org):

An open-source toolkit for building grid systems and applications

1. Introduction

Globus [1] is an open-source toolkit for building distributed grids and sharing resources 
dynamically across multiple domains. The Globus Security Infrastructure (GSI) [2] as a critical 
portion of Globus toolkit provides fundamental security implementation to protect grid resource for 
both providers and users. GSI has authentication and authorization capabilities based on the 
standard X.509 end entity certificate (EEC) and proxy certificate. An end entity certificate is useful 
to identify an entity such as a user or service. A proxy certificate supports temporary delegation of 
the proxy issuer’s privileges to or from others. Besides, an interceptor for Virtual Organization 
Membership Service (VOMS) [3] can be installed on Globus platform to support attribute-
certificate-based user authorization. All of these GSI functions require various kinds of valid 
certificates signed by trusted Certificate Authority (CA) or end entities.

The existing user credential management in Globus involves command-line-based operations 
and interactions with discrete services and components. Grid users have to deploy and maintain 
their credentials manually in separate steps before using grid resources.

We propose to build an integrated online system which facilitates user credential management 
with graphic user interface. Our system guides users to obtain and deploy their credentials across 
multiple Globus services and domains. The system provides platform-independent client tools as 
user interface and a light-weighted portal server providing credential management services. Grid 
users with assistance from our system can obtain all the necessary user credentials in a consecutive 
process and delegate their credentials to remote Globus grids directly.
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Globus Security Infrastructure

• Globus security is based on X.509 end entity 
certificate and proxy certificate
– End entity certificate helps identify users and services
– Proxy certificate provides restricted user delegation

• VOMS enables Globus authorization control based 
on virtual organizations and user attributes
– An attribute certificate specifies user capabilities and can 

be encoded as an extension of user certificate

• Globus provides various tools, components and 
plug-ins for the certificate-based user authentication, 
authorization, delegation and single-sign-on

2. Managing Globus User Credential

2.1 Security Mechanism in Globus
Grid computing enables people to share and access resources across organization boundaries. 

GSI is designed to provide Globus-based grid with user authentication and authorization 
capabilities, and to guarantee integrity and privacy in communications. The fundamental security 
functionalities and supports in GSI include the followings:

• User authentication: GSI uses X.509 end entity certificate (EEC) to identify users. An EEC binds 
each user’s identity (i.e. the distinguished name in the certificate) to an asymmetric key pair. Users 
obtain their EECs from trusted CA.

• Delegation and single-sign-on: GSI implements delegation and single-sign-on by using X.509 
proxy certificates. EEC owners can delegate their privileges temporarily to other entities by issuing 
proxy certificates. GSI takes proxy certificates in the same way as for EECs.

• Authorization control: In addition to the traditional grid-mapfile, GSI supports attribute-based 
assertions for authorization decision. Attribute certificates bind user attributes with user identities 
for making authorization decision. A GSI plug-in for VOMS [4] helps implement attribute 
certificate based assertion in Globus.

Globus toolkit provides various tools and services for users to obtain and maintain the 
necessary credentials (certificates, key pairs, proxies, etc). Grid users rely on these tools and 
services to manage user EEC, attribute certificate, and proxy certificate.

Existing user credential management in Globus is command-line based and is a complex 
process. Users have to interact with services and functional components across multiple domains 
to obtain their credentials. Users then manually deploy their credentials to the destination grids 
before they can access the grid resources. Only experienced Globus users may struggle through all 
these procedures correctly without encountering any time-consuming problems.
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Automating User Credential Management

• Currently Globus users’ credentials are loosely 
organized and managed with command line interface
– Relying on various text commands
– Interacting with multiple systems (CA, VOMS, MyProxy, etc.)
– Imposing difficulty on user credential deployment and 

maintenance

• We present a browser-based integrated
environment for user credential management
– Client side: platform-independent Firefox browser add-ons

• Key Manager: user credential organizer
• GSI-CMCW: GSI credential setup wizard

– Server side: HTTP/HTTPS  web services
• Connections between users and Globus security components

2.2 Our Solution to Facilitate Globus Users
We simplify the user credential management in Globus by integrating all the necessary 

procedures and operations into a single system and presenting this system within a user-friendly 
interface. Specifically in our system, we provide three different services to help users obtain EECs, 
attribute certificates, and proxy certificates. All these services are implemented as web services 
and are deployed on an Internet web server. This server acts as a portal between grid users and 
Globus security services and components. To help users access this portal for our services, we also 
provide a browser-based client side tool called GSI Credential Management Client Wizard 
(CMCW), which uses Key Manager [4] to organize user credentials on clients machines and to 
visit our web services on the portal server. GSI-CMCW offers users an interactive wizard to go 
through all the steps to build up the grid user security environment on Globus grids.

2.3 Related Work
While PKI and certificate based security control are widely used for information and system 

protection, there are many applications and services available for user credential management. 
OpenSSL [5] is an popular open-source implementation of various cryptographic functions and 
security protocols. OpenSSL with its rich command set including ca, pkcs12, and x509 supports 
command-line based user certificate generation and management. Similarly Keytool [6] and 
Keyman [7] are java based user credential management tools running on JVM. They both provide 
limited GUIs (policytool only in Keytool) for user’s convenience, but users still have to understand 
and configure complex parameters. MyProxy [8] is designed to manage X.509 PKI security 
credentials. MyProxy provides online credential repository, online CA service and client-side user 
interface, which has a java-based function-limited GUI called MyProxyLogon for user credential 
upload and retrieval. This GUI does not support certificate generation or renewal, or proxy upload 
onto Globus delegation service.

None of the above applications and solutions are specifically designed for Globus or grid 
computing users. They have incomplete (e.g. supporting credential management or delegation 
only) or limited (e.g. JVM is required for GUI application) functions that cannot meet the 
requirements of Globus users. We design our system to address all their limitations and to provide 
a web-service based integrated credential management for all Globus users.
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3. Web-based Credential Management

3.1 System Infrastructure

Our web-based user credential management system is made up of three functional components 
deployed on the client, server and remote sides. The client side component provides a convenient 
user interface for Globus users to interact with the credential management services on the server 
and the grid resources on remote machines. The remote side can be any grid resources that provide 
services with public and standard access interface. The server as a middleware provides an 
efficient and seamless connection between the Globus users and resources. We describe the 
configuration and functionality of each component as following:

• Client side user interface: We extend the popular Mozilla Firefox browser as a client-side user 
interface to manage user credentials in Globus-based grid computing. Our Firefox add-on, called 
GSI-CMCW together with Key Manager, is not only convenient to use with graphic user interface 
but widely deployable across various platforms.

• Server side web services: We implement our web services using Java/JSP within a Tomcat 
servlet container, which runs on a Fedora Linux platform. We also install the Globus toolkit and  
Simple CA service to provide basic CA functionality.

• Remote side services and resources: The remote services and resources are provided by others in 
grid computing community. Our client tool and web services help grid users access them with an 
integrated and automated user interface.
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Key Manager Toolbox for Clients

• Key Manager is a Firefox add-on for user credential 
management
– Key Manager provides users an automated key generation 

and certificate signing process without touching PKI details

– Key Manager functions for Globus users:
• Key pairs and X.509 self-signed certificate generation

• PKCS10 CSR generation
• SCEP based certificate enrollment

• Attribute certificate signing and verification

• Proxy certificate construction
• Private key and certificate deployment for OpenSSL

[Key manager for Firefox] https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/4471

3.2 Key Manager Toolbox
Key Manager is developed as a Firefox add-on for key generation, certificate enrollment, and 

identity and authority delegation. Due to the lack of an integrated and graphical user interface for 
grid users, the current user credential management on PKI framework is challenging for regular 
users. It requires users to understand a large number of parameters and interact with multiple 
domains and entities. Both credential deployment and maintenance are fragile and time-
consuming.

Our solution is to extend the web browser as a tool for user credential management. Specifically 
we extend the Mozilla Certificate Manager in Firefox browser with new functions including:

• Creating key pairs and X.509 self-signed certificate

• Generating PKCS#10 based Certificate Signing Requests (CSR)

• Signing and verifying attribute certificate (defined in RFC 3281)

• Signing of proxy certificate (defined in RFC 3820)

• Exporting certificate and private key for OpenSSL based application (like Globus)

We are aware of the existence of other client applications [5][6][7][8] providing similar 
functions. Our Key Manager client tool outperforms them as

• An integrated user interface organizing all the credential management functions together,

• An automated process for Globus user credential management within a user friendly wizard,

• And a platform-independent client tool that can be installed with Firefox on various x86 based 
OSes including Linux, MacOS, Windows XP and Vista.
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Managing Globus User Credentials

• We provide web services for users to establish and 
utilize their Globus user credentials
– Simple CA service

• Submitting certificate signing request (CSR)
• Importing signed EEC into client browser

– User attribute query service
• Composing a user query and forwarding it to VOMS database
• Processing query results and generating attribute certificate

– User proxy and delegation service
• Storing user proxy to a remote credential repository
• Uploading user proxy to Globus container for other services

• Client tool GSI-CMCW helps user access the services

3.3 Globus User Credential Management
GSI has certificate-based user authentication, authorization, and proxy and user delegation. 

Correspondingly, we provide services helping users manage their EECs, attribute certificates, and 
proxy certificates. Users with Key Manager on client side interact with server-side services to 
obtain and deploy these user credentials. We develop a Firefox add-on called GSI Credential 
Management Client Wizard (GSI-CMCW) together with Key Manager to guide users step by step 
and to automate the interaction between client and server. 

There are four steps in the wizard guiding user to obtain the necessary credentials and to deploy 
them on Globus grids. Each step operates either independently or as a successor of the previous 
step.

Obtaining user end entity certificate

Obtaining user attribute certificate

Uploading user proxy to MyProxy

Retrieving proxy from MyProxy and 
uploading it to a Globus container

Simple CA 
service

User attribute 
service

User proxy and 
delegation service

G
S

I-
C

M
C

W

Firefox client browser Web services at server
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Obtaining User Certificate

• Previously in Globus
– grid-default-ca

– grid-cert-request

– grid-ca-sign

– …….

• The automated process with our services
– Generating a self-signed certificate with Key Manager

– Wrapping up Simple CA as a web service

– Enrolling the signed certificate into browser’s user key and 
certificate storage

[swei@gemstar tmp]$ grid-cert-request -cn songjie -dir . -ca -int -prefix newuser -force
nondefaultca=true
The available CA configurations installed on this host are:
1)  2bcbb17a - /O=Avaya/OU=AvayaLincroft/OU=gemstarCA-
gemstar.usae.avaya.com/CN=Gemstar CA
2)  2d47a0a3 - /O=Grid/OU=GlobusTest/OU=simpleCA-gemstar.usae.avaya.com/CN=Globus 
Simple CA
3)  4a753482 - /O=Avaya/OU=AvayaLabs/OU=AvayaLabs-gemstar.usae.avaya.com/CN=Avaya 
Labs
Enter the index number of the CA you want to sign your cert request: 1
Using CA: 2bcbb17a - /O=Avaya/OU=AvayaLincroft/OU=gemstarCA-
gemstar.usae.avaya.com/CN=Gemstar CA
A certificate request and private key is being created.
Enter PEM pass phrase:
Verifying - Enter PEM pass phrase:
Level 0 Organization [Avaya]:avaya
Level 0 Organizational Unit [AvayaLincroft]:avayalincorft
Level 1 Organizational Unit [gemstarCA-gemstar.usae.avaya.com]:gemstar
Level 2 Organizational Unit [usae.avaya.com]:usae
Name (e.g., John M. Smith) []:songjie
A private key and a certificate request has been generated with the subject:
/O=avaya/OU=avayalincorft/OU=gemstar/OU=usae/CN=songjie

3.3.1 Obtaining User End Entity Certificate

Each Globus container is configured to accept user certificates issued by some trusted CA. A 
list of CAs with their CA certificates can be obtained at [2], all of which are widely used in Grid 
computing community. Globus toolkit also includes SimpleCA, a wrapper round the OpenSSL CA 
functionality for testing purpose or when other CA services are not available. This SimpleCA 
wrapper only prunes the OpenSSL CA part for Globus users without any simplification or 
convenient user interface. Users rely on text commands to interact with SimpleCA, generating 
certificate request, signing CSR, and importing signed user EEC. The certificate request and 
signing procedures are separated and the command parameters are real burdens for Globus users to 
understand.

Our work simplifies and automates the process of obtaining user EEC. With our Key Manager 
and GIS-CMCW, users operate only in their web browsers to complete all the steps to get their 
EECs. We set up a Globus SimpleCA service on our server, wrap it up with JSP pages and provide 
this CA as a web service to end users. Users via Key Manager interact with our Simple CA service 
and install the signed certificates directly into their browsers’ certificate repositories.

We provide our Simple CA service to users who have no other CA choice. On the other hand, 
our client side Key Manager tool has implemented the Simple Certificate Enrollment Protocol 
(SCEP). Users with our client side tools can request certificate with any SCEP complaint CA.
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Obtaining User Certificate (cont.)

Most fields are 
prefilled with 
default values

Hint prompts with 
detailed explanation of 
each parameter and 
configuration field

User Uploads 
CSR to be 
signed by 
selected CA

One click to install 
the signed certificate 
into user browser

By invoking Key Manager, a grid user first generates a key pair and a self-signed certificate. 
Key Manager brings up a CSR form in a new window. Use either types in the required information 
or clicks to select proper options to specify the certificate request. When mouse pointer hangs over 
any field in the form, a hint pops up describing the field. Most fields are prefilled with default 
values and options. When the CSR form is completed, a PKCS#10 format CSR is generated, which 
can be either saved on the local client machine, or sent directly to our CA web service.

We set up a Globus SimpleCA on the portal server and present its functions in web pages. 
Users can access our web-based CA service in a web browser, viewing the information of each 
available CA signer, setting an expected certification validation, and submitting a CSR file in 
Base64 format to a selected CA.

The signed user EEC is returned in another web page. This page summarizes all the information 
about the signed certificate, with two links to the raw certificate file. User can click on the links to 
save the signed certificate as a file, or to import the signed certificate into the Key Manager in 
Firefox browser with its paired private key.

The client Key Manager and the CA web services facilitate the process for obtaining user EEC. 
With more understandable graphic interface, users can easily generate CSR without worrying 
about too much on configuration details (e.g. key type, size, usage, etc.).

Once a user has obtained a signed EEC, the OpenSSL Key Configuration tool in the Key 
Manager toolbox can help export the new credential (key and signed certificate) into the proper 
Globus directories. Such automatic user credential deployment on local machine relieves Globus 
users from manual configuration on user security setting, and further avoids any possible errors in 
the setting.
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Managing User Attribute Certificate

• VOMS in current Globus
– Command voms-proxy-init queries a VOMS server, 

retrieves FQANs and builds an attribute certificate

– User manually (or with MyProxy commands) embeds an 
attribute certificate into a proxy certificate

• Our user attribute query service supports VOMS
– We provide an online service for querying VOMS database

– The query result (FQANS) is automatically embedded into 
an attribute certificate and signed by ACA

– The attribute certificate is returned and imported into Key 
Manager for proxy generation (next step)

3.3.2 Managing User Attribute Certificate

voms-proxy-init is a command currently provided to Globus users to access a VOMS server and 
to obtain an attribute certificate. Such attribute certificate can be further inserted into a proxy 
certificate, which will be discuss in the following section. There are several limitations on the 
current VOMS server query mechanism. First users needs the voms-proxy-init command and the 
relevant VOMS package completely installed and correctly configured on the client machines. 
Second, users have no way to query within a specified VO. Although it might be convenient to 
embed all the user attributes into a single attribute certificate, using a different attribute certificate 
for each VO brings more flexibility for user authorization and later the user delegation. And third, 
once an attribute certificate is generated, users have no way to inspect the content of the certificate.

We complement the current Globus’s VOMS support with a client side attribute certificate tool 
and a web service for user attribute. The attribute certificate tool is a functional component in our 
Key Manager toolbox. It provides user ways to construct, sign and inspect an X.509 attribute 
certificate. Our user attribute service queries a selected VOMS server for a specific VO on the 
querier’s behalf. Each query is replied with a list of Fully Qualified Attribute Names (FQANs). An 
attribute certificate is constructed holding all the returned attributes. This certificate is further 
signed and returned to the client side. By querying VOMS server through our web service, users 
not only get an attribute certificate signed by a trusted Attribute CA (ACA), but have the certificate 
automatically imported into the Key Manager ready for further inspection or insertion into a proxy 
certificate.
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Attribute Query and Response

User authenticates with 
EEC and queries VOMS 
database for enrolled VOs

Query result is returned as
both FQANS and a signed 
attribute certificate

With a simple click, user 
retrieves the signed attribute 
certificate and imports it into 
Key Manager

The above slide shows the browser-based user interface for querying VOMS server and 
retrieving signed attribute certificate into Key Manager. A querying user first authenticates with 
our portal server by using an end entity certificate. If the authentication succeeds, the server 
retrieves a list of VO names that the user is enrolled in on the queried VOMS server. User should 
select one of the returned VOs for further query.

A VOMS Query request is sent from client browser and is forwarded by our user attribute 
service to the destination VOMS server. A list of FQANs is returned as a reply.

The user attribute service packs the returned FQANs into an attribute certificate, gets it signed 
by the trusted ACA. On the result page, there are three links for downloading the certificate in 
Base64 or binary format, or importing the signed certificate into Key Manager. User can view the 
certificate in Key Manager, as is shown below.

Policy authority

FQANs

Attribute certificate file 
format and location
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User Proxy and Delegation Service

• MyProxy is a manager of X.509 user credentials
– A repository storing user credentials
– An online authority generating credentials

– Commands: myproxy-init, myproxy-logon, myproxy-info, etc.

• Globus has a delegation service
– User delegates rights to a Globus service

– This service provides proxy credential to other services

– Commands: globus-credential-delegate, globus-credential-refresh

• Users currently interact with MyProxy and Globus 
delegation service manually and separately

3.3.3 User Proxy and Delegation Service
MyProxy [8] is an online credential repository, which is distributed with Globus Toolkit as a 

standard credential management tool. MyProxy can be used in various ways as a credential 
repository, an authentication module, a certification authority, etc. The most widely used two 
MyProxy functions are credential uploading and proxy retrieval.

• Credential uploading: After obtaining an EEC, the certificate owner can store a proxy credential 
of the user certificate in the MyProxy repository. The advantage of storing a proxy of user 
credential on MyProxy is that user can easily access and securely apply the stored credential 
anywhere without touching the original certificate and user private key.

• Proxy retrieval: User can retrieve a short-life proxy of the previously stored proxy credential and 
apply it for user authentication. If the stored proxy contains an attribute certificate as extension 
(e.g. VOMS extension), the retrieved proxy can also be used for user authorization in a supported 
environment (like a VOMS-enabled Globus grid).

Globus toolkit also includes a Java web service called Delegation service to provide an 
interface for delegation of user credential in a grid environment. A Globus user uploads a proxy of 
the user credential to the Delegation service, which shares the delegated credential with other 
services in the same Globus container.

Currently user credential is uploaded or renewed via command line tools such as globus-
credential-delegate or globus-credential-refresh. There is no direct way to retrieve a proxy 
credential from MyProxy server and automatically upload it to the Delegation service on a Globus 
grid.
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Our credential management portal provides a user proxy and delegation service. This service  
enables user to interact with MyProxy server anywhere without installing MyProxy client tool. 
Only a Firefox browser with Key Manager extension is needed for this service. The service also 
combines the two steps of retrieving proxy from MyProxy and uploading proxy credential to 
Globus Delegation service.

A Globus user first visits the proxy upload webpage on our portal server requesting credential 
uploading. The portal server generates a CSR of a proxy certificate, and sends it back to the user. 
User invokes Key Manager to open the CSR, inserts proper attribute certificates, signs it with user 
credential, and sends the signed proxy certificate back to the portal server. Now the portal server 
can upload the user-proved proxy credential onto the user-selected MyProxy server.

When a proxy credential is needed, user sends download request to the portal server with 
proper MyProxy account information and password. The request is forwarded to the specified 
MyProxy server and a proxy credential is obtained. Instead of returning the retrieved proxy to the 
client user, the portal server uploads it on the user’s behalf to a Delegation service running on a 
remote Globus grid machine. This saves user effort to manually transmit and deploy proxy 
credential among different grids. A reference to the uploaded proxy, called endpoint reference 
(EPR), is returned from the destination Delegation service via the portal server to the end user.

Although not shown in the above slide, our client tool and web service can also upload a proxy 
of user credential directly from client to the Delegation service in a Globus grid. In such case, the 
No.4 arrow in the figure will point from “Proxy upload service” to “Delegation Service in a 
Globus container”.
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Putting All Together for Globus Users
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4. Overview of the Integrated System

We have presented the major functionalities of our online user credential management system 
with the CA service, the user attribute service, and the user proxy and delegation service. These 
web services together with the client-side GSI-CMCW and Key Manager browser add-ons, help 
Globus users manage their user credential, attribute certificate, and proxy credential in grid 
computing. We show an overview picture of the whole system in the above slide, putting all the 
services together and providing them as an integrated portal service to grid end users. This picture 
also illustrates the general scenario of how our system, including both the client and server side, 
benefits grid users in obtaining necessary credentials and deploying them directly and efficiently to 
remote grids.

We summarize our contributions in the following aspects:

1) We build the GSI-CMCW and Key Manager add-ons for Firefox browser to manage user 
credentials on client machine. These add-ons simplify user operations on obtaining and 
maintaining user credentials for Globus-based grid computing.

2) We implement web services to wrap up the necessary SimpleCA, MyProxy and user 
Delegation services in Globus-based grid computing. Grid users can easily access these services 
anywhere by visiting our web services (running on our portal server) in browsers without worrying 
about the heterogeneity of client platforms and configurations.

3) We integrate the previously separated security-related Globus services together. Our client 
wizard and web services guide user to interact with these Globus services in a realistic order for 
Globus grid usage.

We have implemented our system on client side as a Firefox browser extension and on server 
side as a portal with web services. The prototype of our system demonstrates significant 
advantages in facilitating user credential management, simplifying user interactions with Globus
security components, and automating credential deployment in Globus grid environment.
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Conclusion and Future Work

• We present an online system for automating and 
integrating user credential management in Globus
– End entity certificate

• For user authentication
– Attribute certificate

• For user authorization
– Proxy certificate and delegation upload

• For user delegation and identity propagation

• Our online system is extendable for other PKI-based 
authentication and authorization platforms
– Enterprise service delivery platform
– Cloud computing platform

5. Conclusion
We present an integrated user client management system coordinating Globus’s security-related 

major components and services. Our system is currently designed and implemented for Globus-
based grid computing users. But the solution can be easily generalized for any other distributed 
online service platform using similar PKI-based authentication and authorization. Specifically as a 
future work, we are investigating the possibility of porting our client tools and portal server to Cloud 
computing, which is similar as Globus grid computing but with more dynamics and heterogeneity. 

In our previous work [9], we have described how to upload a signed proxy certificate to any JEE-
based portal without any need for grid infrastructure such MyProxy or Globus Toolkit. As a result, 
we could easily enable any JEE-based app server to interoperate with Grid based services which 
expect proxy certificates for authentication. Since we can sign a proxy certificate within the browser 
as well as upload the signed proxy certificate to a portal that holds the private key of the proxy 
certificate, our delegation agent can work either within the browser (like in GridFTP [10] and proxy-
credential based client side SSL [11]) or with any existing portal based servers. This capability to 
enable individual application server to present proxy certificate on behalf user would help use tie up 
application servers in self-contained domains of cloud computing  into a grid of application servers 
spanning multiple domains. 
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